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Analyzing Administrator. Inte-rvention Behaviors1 2

How can principals' interventions be analyzed to understand better
What'prihcipals do,)and why -- a pilot study.

Shirley M. Hord

Research and Development Center for leader Education
. The University of Texas at Austin

)
'The improvement of both edUCational personnel preparatidn nd educational

, .

practice lp,ased on soundly grounded research results is a young enterprise. Com-
.

. ... .

pared to other more experienced disciplines: the lack of well-articulated frame-

works or theóries for engaging in educational research may in part account for

this leSs-than-mature state of the art. Despitethis lack, the educational com-

muhity:to varying degrees appears to share a common posture, elegantly stated by

Wiggin/ton (1980), about the value of change as a strategy for improving prac-

tice:f

Above all, move. , Refuse to accept the status quo. Refuse to

allow, yourSelf to believe that you'have'finally found "the way."
Know that despite the fact public schools are less than perfect
learning environments,-within them exciting and creative environ-
ments can be nourished where genuine learning does tT place; with
sensitive leadership those environments can spread wi hin the sys-
tem to infect the whole and to embrace the surrounding communi-
'ties and the largee community.of man to the ultimate benefit of
all (from Introdudtion to Foxfire 6).

1
. The research described herein was conducted under conteact with the
National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National Institute
of Education,.and no endorsement it the National Institute of-Education should
be inferred.

,

2Paper presented at the annual meeting f the Southwest Educational
Research Association, Dallas, 1981.



It is unlikely-that Wiggintdn.proposes "change just for change sake." The

questiOn then becomes, how /o focus or direct change efforts. As a result of

recent examination and research there-seems to pe consensus that points to three'

groups of varjables that account for or contributeto the outcomes of more lief-
.

fective schools." These factors are: leadership, teaching personnel, and cur-

riculum and Instruction (Tursman, 1981). Investigations by a number of journal-

ists interested in factors contributing to effective schools reinforce th'e

importance of trong leadership at the school biiilding level (Tursman, 1981).

Research at the Texas Research and Development Center is currently focusing

on the roles and b hiviors of the principal as critical fectors contributing to

the effectiveness of the improvement process. In order to explore further the

role of tO principal and what principals do as facilitators of charige, a Major

research study was designed which.would focus on the activities engaged in by

the principal whose faculty were involved in the process of change. Before
0

launching the year-long im'testigation, a pllot study was designed to test the

instrumentatfon,*methodology, and the data collection and analysis procedures.

This paper'reports on the efforts and results of collecting and analyzing inter-
*

vention data of principals from the pilot study.

K

Two other papers provide additional information and data from the pilot
0

study: in "A Pilot Test of Methods for Documenting Principals'fInterventions,"

Griffin, Goldstein end Half (1981) report on the efforts .explored for determinJ

ing the best means of documenting the interventions df priricipals; and

Rutherford (1981) discusses the relationship.of plans followed by principals and

the functions they performedjn °The Interventions andPlans. Principals Make

When Facilitating.Change."
*4t
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.Background

For the past several years the Research on Concerns-Based Adoption Pro-
(I

ject at the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, The Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin,.has been involved in the study of change% Initially

this research focused at the, individual.user level and resulted in initial veri-
VeS

fication of key concepts and measures wfiich provided understanding about how the

individual experiences the change process. These concepts are part of the

Concerns-Based Adoption Model (C4AM) (Hall, Wallace & Dossett, 1973). One part

Of the CBAM is a diagnostic coMponent made up of several key dimensions: two

dimensions which.describe the individual, Stages of ConcerniSoC) (Hall &

Rutherford, 1976) and Levels of Use (LoU).(Hall, Loucks, Rutherford & Newlove,

1975); and a third dimension which describes the innovation as it is being used,

Innotvation Configuratiobs (Hall & Loucks; 1978).

The CBAM.views change as a process that. requires both the time and energy.

of people participating in the change, and resources to support their ef4orts.

The CBAM,perspective contends that the SoC andloU of individuals and :he con=

figuration of the innovation-they use can provide important diagnostic data for

making informed dectsions about the allocation of resources and support. Speci-

-fically, such diagnostic data could be used for designing and selecting appro-

priate interventions targeted at individuals in order to encourage and.help them

in their individual change efforts (see F'igure 1).

In subsequent studies interventions,were analyzed -to illumihte this do-

main. Intetvention research (Hord, et. al, 1979) resulted in the conceptuali--

zation and formal articulation of interventions, and of frameworks,by which they

1,
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can be identified,-classified, and described. Syntheses of field data and cross

case analyses in a further intervention study (Hall, Hord & Griffin, 1980) re-
v

sulted in the conviction that,the principal can be a significant faaor in fhe

change process.:Jhus, as a next step' to understand better the interventions

made by the principal, as a special clast of,change facilitator (Figure 1), a

study was designe'd to explore and document the interventions of principals as

they and their faculties were engaged in a change experience.

This paper, as already noted, reports on the CBAM project's experiences in

a three month pilot study in prLparation for an intensive year-long research ef-

fort. The two frameworks which were used for collecting and desCribing the

principals' behaviors as they intervened in .the change process in their-schools

are presented. The application of the frameworks in the pilot study served as a

teseof their utility for analyzing the research data. Wow thii was done is ex-

' plained and research results f'dr two principals arereparted. An example of the
A

framework's usefulness in charcterizing principals' intervention "style" is il-

lustrated Fttrther, how the in prvention frameworks may be utilized to help

i.

principal; improye their Ovnge,facilitatiom skills is proposed,

Concept oils of Interventions

Two frameworks, the Intervention Taxonomy and the Intervention Anatomy,

have been developed for descriOin9 and analyzing interventions. Intervention(s)

have been defined as action(s) orevent(s). which influence use of an innovation

(Hall, Zlgarmi & Hord, 1979). The intervention Taxonomy provides a way to clas-

sify the actions that occur as the Oange process unfolds. The Intervention

Anatomy is then used to analyze an intervention' in terms Of its internal compo-

,- nents. Both of these frameworks will be described in the following two sec--

tions.
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Taxonomy of Interventions

Six levels of intervention have been conceptualizedi Policy, Game Plan
e

1

Strategy, Tactic, Incident, Themes (Hall, Zigarmi & Hord, 1979). Five of these

414
8

may be thought of

'interventions a
'

more simply, th

s intentional or sponsoredactions. The sponsored levels of

distinguished generally by.their size and magnitude or'scope--

number of individuals targeted and the duration of the action.

- Definitions of the sponsored levels follOw.

Policy. A policY is a rule or guideline WO directs the procedures and
actio-5-7an organization. Policies affect most (if not all) of the individ--
qgls and are in effect for extended periods qf time: Porcies serve as the um-
brella under which all programs and. processes (innovatior apd those already in;
place) are governed.

.r

Game Plan. A'game plan is the overall plan of actions that re taken to
implement the new program. It tontains all aspects of the change effort), covqrs
the full time period of the chaqe process, and affects all persons directly or
indirectly involved.

Strategy. A strategy is a frameWork for action, translating tile design of
the game plan into concrete action tObe taken. Strlategiei cover a large por-
tion of the chan eAproipsS time'period and impact most of the users.

tactic operationalizes the strategies undertaken to affect atti-
use of the- 'Ilnovation. Tactics cover'a shorter time period than
ffect many nn6ation users but not necessarily all of them.

Tactic.
tudes toward o
a strategy and

Incident.

Incidents may be o
strategies. Incide
geted at one or_more

n incident is the singular"%occurrenceof an action qr event:
e of wkind happenings or they may aggregate into tactiCs and
ts usually cover a very small amount of,time and can be tar.:,
individuals.

, 'Sublevels further define incidents and tactics and reflect the degree o

Complexity of the action Oord, Hall & Zigarmi,

An isoyated incident -- a single action separated in space and --
time from other actions.

. A simple incident -- a single actionJor interaction that is
flinctionally related to other interventions:

A complex incident -- a set,of related simple actions within
a short time.frame:

A single-complex tactic -- an interrelated set or collection



of different.incident interventions that occurs during a rela0vely
short time frame.

A chain tactic an ongoir9 series or repetitions-of the. same
rbasic incident.

In this stOdy, the interventionlevelsorovide "way to gain insight into the

principal's overall "map of action" as he or she facilitated change in the

school.

Anatomy of Interventions

A second schema 'permits the analysis and identification of attriliutes of

individual interventions, 2This analytic toolwhich.prOvides increasingly

specific underqtahdtng and description/of principals' behavior's aS they inter-._

vene, is referred to as isie Anatomy ofjntei-ventions (HordHall & Zigarmi,

The schema focuses-attentiOn on the-Internal dimensions of interven-

tions. .These dimension5, their definitions and examples follow.

Source.- Persoq,(s) wWact,or events that occur to influence individual
to change. ,-Who..ace these persons? They might be staff developers, curricul m
:oordjnatdrs, principals, teachers., Students, or eyen events such as snow st rms
which .influence the change eff. rt.

Targets. Person(s) toward whom the intervention is directed. The examples
of Targets art the same as Sources' except for the addition bf the change_ef-
fort/process as aq additional Target. Some interventions are made which'have
the thane prpcess itselfas the Target. VN

Fundtion. 4The purpose(s) of the'intervention. Seven general functions
have ETEIlitified: (1).Developing supportive organizational arrangements,
(2) Training, (3) Providing consultation and reinforcement, (4) Monitoring, and
evaluation,2(5) Ekternal communication, (6) Dissemination, and (7) Impeding.,

Medium*. .The mode or form of the action. Sikh modes might be face to face
or a T-01,17(T)' of written commtinication. Additional possibilities are audio-
visual formats, coMmunication by telephone, or the public media such as news-
paper, radio; T.V., journals.

. .

Flow. The direction of tht action. The flow of interventions may.be one
way. There is action directed toward one or more persons who might respondTUut.
TWEre is no interaction. The flow could be interactive, that is, there could be
an exchange of,actions between the Intervenor and the individual(s) being inter-
vened upon.
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Location. Where the intervention takes place. Examples would be.the set-
ting T-Eamisor school unit building) where teachers or others are using or
learning to use innovations, the central administration building, or traiming
sites.

By using thig schema, the various dimensions can be coded to reflect the

where, how, why, and toward whom of any intervention.

P' Application'of the Tools to the Pilot Study

-

In this section the testing of,the Intervention Levels and Intervention

Anatomy for collecting and analyzing the pilot study data is explained. Explic-

MA-coded descriptions of principals' behaTrs resulted from analysis of the

research data. The behavior analysis of two ofsthe przincipAs will be reported...

In.a conc)uding-section the two frameworks are uted as a bois for speculating )6

about the two principals' interVention "styles.'!

,Collecting and Analyzing the-Data

The pilot study was designed to.explore techniques for documeAting inter-
. .

ventions an4 to test the Tntervention Levels and Interven!lon Anatomy coding

procedures: The sampl of principals, methodology and rese\a?th protedures .re
a

fully.described in Griffin., Goldstein'and Hall, 1981. In essence,. principals

7
were requested to report, on a regular basis, the actions they took in.facili-

i

/

tatng a change in their scho ls. Different prinipals,were to report in,dif-

ferent ways: by written lo , by audio tape, by telephone and fate-to-face inI,

tervjews. he mere aske to report their actions (What did yop do?), the in-

tent (Why did you.do it?), the target(s) of the actions,'how long the action

took, and the.possible effects of their actions.. This information would capture

the internal.dimensions -- target, function, medium, flow, loCatiO -- or anat-

omy of their interventions: Each reported intervention was then goded. Through

arealysts of thetotal set of interventions, and their relative siZ

1 j_

, the level ,

-Yr
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of each intervention,could be established. Such coding and clasffication would

provide the basis for comparing and contrasting the behaviors of different prim*

.*
cipals.'

. N
Research Results

From .interftetation and synthesis, principals' behaviors were cla§sified

by thein levels-and dimensions already described.

Analyiing levels of principals' intervatttons. As examples,,seVeralpinter:'

ve tions froM the data at; provided to illustrate the various level classifica=
a

tions.

Intervention A: The principal telephoned a.parent to request
-that she-work as a volunteer math aide in brdyr to help a second
grade teacher in the classroom.

This action would be labeled as an incident.intervention because it is.a single

action. It was targeted at one math progoam_user, the second grade teacher, and t

it cansumed five minutes of lime.. This action was related to other interven-

tiont taken bj the principal (e.g., Intervention B), but since this particular

one containA a quick and single interactior., it is clasified as a sim-ple

incident.

Intervention.B:. The principal held a faculty meeting in which
she reviewed a fourth grade teacher's concern about the bObad spread"

of the math abilities of hen puptls: The principal surveyed the other
'teachers to discover if:they had similar problems. Then the principal
'stimulated teacher-to-teacher inte9ction.in a problem-solving mode'..
The discussion resulted in the teachers recommending thp,use of volun- .

teer parents to help..

In contrast to Intervention A, Interventim B is a sei of related. actióht

4

oncheWatebby the principal With a single group of teachers in.a thirty minute.

meeting.. Thus, the degree of complexity is greater in Intervention B and.it

would bllabeled a complex incident.

Intervention C: Over a two week period the pivincipal stopped
, in each ot the seven teacher's classrooms in order ta otserve
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and-ascertain if new .math materials, made in a-recent workshop,
were being used.

k

This.ctrain tactiCis classified tilusly because it is a series of the same basic

incident, repeated with each teacher during 'a two week perioth

The levels of interventions for two of the principals are exhibited (Figure

2). It should be noted that the methods for obtaining data on the actions

. -

undertaken Oy the two. principals differed: Principal A-provided a written log,

Principal B engaged in the compilation of a log stimulated by telephone report-

ing. Whether the difference in results is attributable to these different tech-

niques is open to question (Griffin, Goldstein & Hall, 1981).

Principal A, who was in the first year of an implementation effort during

the pilot study, reported a total of nineteen interventions. Half orbis inter-

ventions were simple incidents and half were complex incidents. No tactics were

reported, indicating that there were no repetitions,by the principal of the same

incident across teachers, nor were there sets of different but related incidents

that would add up to a "single-complex tactic."

In contrast, Principal 3 in implementation year two, reArted two chain

tactics in a total of 25,interventions. The use of chain tactics, or a series

of the same incidents', would suggest that the principal was systematically re-

peating actions targeted at individual teachers. Of the remaining 23 interven-

tions, one-third were complex incidents and two-thirds were simple incidents.

The classification of principals' interventions by levels provides some in-

sight into the relative magnitude or4ossible extent of impact of,their actions.

The high percentage of incidents engaged in by both principals'in this study

would suggest that their typical actions did not affect very many teachers at

any one point in time. The relatively brief time span typical of incidents

would indicate a relatively low total amount et time spent in intervening rela-

'13
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Analysis of Principals''
Levels Of Interventions

A.

Principal A

Year 1,Implementation

Principal B

Year-2 Implementation

- Written Log - - Telephone Log

Number of Interventions

, 9
Simole Incidents, 15

10 Complex Incidents 8
0 Chain Tactics 2

19 Total Interventions .25

14
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tive to this innovationAuring the three month period-jassuming (that sour sample "

is accurate): An exception to this is illustrated by the enact ent Of two.tac-

tics by Principal B. Such tactics coOld require considerable additional time

invested in intervening, and because more teachers are likely t be affected by
CS 1

tactig level interventions, there is potential for greater impact.

Coding internal dimensions of principals' interventions. Codification of

each 'reported intervention of the wo principals permits a closer examination of

their intervention behaviors. To provide understanding about how this is done,

too examples are provided from the interventions collected in the pilot

-study.

Intervention D: -The principal telePhoned a consultant at
_ the region service center and arranged to have a "make it-take
it" math workshop At the center..

For this intervention 'the source is the principal, "who is an implementatioa site

decision maker.- The conSultant is the target, an extended user system member.
(1

The purpose of.this action was to provide materials and Tesources; coded as a

function under Developing Supportive Organizational Arrangements. The pedium

was telephone and the flow was interactive, as the principal and consultant_dis-
,

cuSsed how the workshop should be arranged for deriving the desired outcomes.

The principal placed the phone call 'from her office, thus the location is the

implementation site office.

Interventior E: The principal, dOring a teacher confer-
ence, discussed use of the new reading program Kith the teacher.

The principal again is the source, and the tirget is the teacher who is an in-

dividual user. The principal was encouraging use of the new program, a function

subsumed under Providing Consultation and Reinforcement. The medium was face-,

to-face, and the flow was interactive, as they discussed points and exchanged

views. This intervention'occurred in the libradly, thus the location is coded

implementation site "other" (not the office and not the classroom). Figures 3-7

1 5
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reflect the various kinds'of intervention dimensions which were utilized by the

principals and the perCentage of.each kind. All of the various ,kinds of the

.dimensions of interventions in the coding'schema are not ltsted; only those

utilized by the two principals durl,ng the three month data collection period are

cited. Througli use of the anatomy framework the principals' interventions.can

be,compared and contrasted.

Fidure 3
Analysis of Principals' Behaviors

Through Use of'Intervention Coding: Targets

Figures indicate percentage of total interventionADy

Principal A Principal B

%TARGETS*

1 Clients: Students 12.9
2 Individual User , 52.6 35.5
3A Subset of Users as Individuals 3.2
3C Subset of Users as Whole Suhset

.
10.5 6.5

4A All Users as Individuals 6.5
'4C All Users as a Whole 21 ., 2.2.6,

8 -Extended User System Decision-'
,

Makers 10.5-
.9 Extended User System,Members:

Parents 9.7-
10 The Change Effort/Process 5.2 3.2

*6te: rincipal B, oh fve occasions, intervened on multiple targets.

The two principals structured their inter'ventions toward teachers and

others in an array of ways. A brief explanation of these "targets" will add to

understanding. Target, 1, Students, is obvious and suggests action taken by the.

principal directly with students. Target 2 indicates that a specified interven-

tion i5 provided to a single isolated user -- or teacher. An example of target-

ing a subset of teachers as individuals, 3A, would be intervening on .each of a

set of grade level teachers individual*, whereas 3C would be intervening on the

set of grade level teachers as a whole group. Target 4A represents focusing on
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all teachers as individu'als, one at a time, and 4C suggests that all the teach-

ers as one group would be the target of a single intervention, as in a faculty

meeting. Extended user system decision makers, Target 8, refers to persons out-

side the immediate user system who have decision-making responsibilities. Tar-

get 9, in this case is parents, and Target 10 is the change effort, or overall

process of change.

The data suggest that Principal A spent half his actions (5°2.6%) addressing

individual teachers. Nearly one-fourth of the time (21%) his actions were tar-

geted toward all of the users of the new program-as a whole group. On two oc-

casions a subs of the users (kindergarten tea0ers and fourth grade teachers)

were group targets (10.5%). A similar peRientage of interventions (10.5%) was
1

focused on extended user system decision makers, in this case, principals from

other schools. Principal A focused on the process of change (see Intervention

-a

Anatomy, Hord, Hall & Zigarmi, 1980, for definition) for 5.2% of his interven-
,.

tions.

; third (35.5%) of Principal B's interventions were focused oa individual

users, one person per intervention; While nearly a fourth or 22.6% of her ac-
.

tions were targeted toward all the teachers as a total group. Students were the

target of four interventions for 12.9% and parents were targeted in 9.7% of the

principal's intervening actions. Subsets of teachers as a group -- first

'grade teachers and the fourth grade team -- received interventions for 6.5%.

All of the teachers, one at a time, were intervention targets, for 6.5%.of the

intervening.times. For 3.2% some of the teachers as individuals were the target

and received the same intervention. This principal intervened on the change

process once, 3:2% of her interventions.

1
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Figu're 4

Analysis of Principals' Behaviors
Through Use of Intervention Coding: Medium

Principal A Principal B

MEDIUM % %

1 Face-to-Face 78.9 88
2 Written 21 4
4 Telephone 8

The form of the action used bythe principals is expressed as the

"medium." Principal A used face-to-ftce delivery of 78.9% of interventions and

used written forms for 21% of his interventions. Principal B for 88% of inter-

,'
0 .

vening engaged in face-to-face, 4% written and used the telephone for 8%.

Figure 5

Analysis of P.rincipll-s' Behaviors
Through Use of Intervention Coding: Flow

Principal A Principal B

FCOW

1 One Way 42.1 32
2 Interactive 57.9 68

One way flow is just that -- action directed toward one or more persons

without interaction. Principal A used one way flow (for example, sent a memo or

made an announcement over thelPuyic address sistem) for 42.1% of his interven-

tforis and engaged interactively in 57..9% of his interveptions. Principal B used

one way flow 32% of her interventions and was interactive 68%.

18
^
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Figure 6

Analysis of Principals' Behaviors
Through Use of Intervention Coding: Location

Principal A' Principal 8

14# Implementation Site: Office 31.6 . 32
1B Implementation Site: Classroom 52.6' 48
1C Implementation ,Site: Other 10.5 16
3 Extended User-System

t
5.3 4

LogAtion indicates where the intervention occurred or 'originated. Imple-

mentation
'\

site refers to the school campus where implementation is happening in

this case, in eacb\of the principal's school buildings. The eitended user sys-

tem would be away from the implementation site but'within related organizational

and geokaphical boundaries. Principal A intervened in the school office area

31.6%, in classrooms 52.6%-, in othe- areas of-the school building 10.5%, and

away from the school campus 5.3%. Principal B intervened.in her office 32%,,in

classroOms 48%, in other school areas 16% ana outside the(school campus 4%.

Figure 7

Analysis of Principals' Behaviors
Through' Use of Intervention Coding: Function

Principal A Principal B

,FUNCTION

Developing Supportive Organizational
Arrangements

1C Managing/Scheduling
1D Staffing/Restructuring Roles
lE Seeking/Providing Materials/

Information/Space/Resources 21

Training
2A Teaching New Knowledge/Skill/

Attitudes

8

5.3 24

.Providing Consultation and
Reinforcement .-

3A Promoting/Encouraging Use 21

1 9

4

4
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3B Reinforcing/Supporting Use 21 4
3C Consulting/Problem Solving 5.3 20

Monitoring and-Evaluation
4A Information Gathering 15.8 20
4C Reporting/Providing Feedback 4

External Communication
5A Informing Outsiders 4

Dis.seminating
6B Encouraging/Promoting Use by

Outsiders 10.5

/

Seven'functions have been identified in the i/ntervention coding schema.

/

.

4
..,

.

,Principals A and B engaged in six. The labels sçApplied on Figure 7 are self ex-
.

.planatory. For fuller descriptions 'in0 more in ormation about "function" cod-

ing, please refer to, Hord, Hallvand Zigarmi, 1 80, /

Principal A reported a total of 26.3% of interventions made for the parOse
A

of developtng supportive 'Srganizationai arr ngements for use of the innovatton.

He used many of his inlerventions to promo e and encourage use (21%), reinforce

and support (21%), and consult and problei solve (5:3%) with teachers about

their use o the new program. 15,8% of s interventions were employed for

gathering information'in order to monitor use of the innovation. Principal A

reported 1 5% disseminating interventins to encourage and promote use by

others outside his implementation.sitel

Principal B, for the purpose of developing supportive organizational ar-

rangements, used 36% of her interventAns for this function. 8% of.Principal

B's interventions were used for trai ing in use of the innovation. Consulting

and problem solving compoled 20% of Principal B's interventions with14for pro-
.

moting and encouraging use, and 4% /for reinforcing and supporting use. In order

to monitor use of the innovation, Frincipal B gathered information (207w of the _

20
4t,
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interventions) and intervened with feedback (4%). Communicating to outsiders

was done in 4% of her intervening activities.

4
Implications: Further Use of the Frameworks

Tentative apOications of the intervention frameworks are currently being

explored by CBAM'project staff. In this concluding section of the paper the

frameworks are.used to describe the administrators' chagge facllitating
4

"styles." In addition, using the frameworks is suggested as a means for an ad-

ministrator to engage in analysis and study of his or her own.interventions as a

growth and improvement technique, in regard to gut:ling school change ef--

'forts.

Description of TWO Intervention "Styles"

The use of the CBAM frameworks for coding tdministrators' intervention

activities in the pilot study provided the tools and the inforpation base for

speculating-about the two principals' change facilitating "styles."
1

Contrasting %he two principals' actions. Reporting for severll months

through written log Principal A pr.wided information about some of his activi-

ties during the first year of innovation implementation. Figure 2 reveals his

engagement in nine "simple" incidents. 'Generally, the content of these,inci-

dents was,,the ordering and distribution of materials and supplies for teachers

which he delivered to teachers. In addition to.these contacts with teachers

about the innovation, he interacted with them about their use of the innovation.

The ten complex incidents in Figure 2 account for these interactions.

Principal B reported via telephone log the enactment of two chain tactics,

exhibiting the same interventions individually across each member of the facul-

ty. Each tactic was a set of monitoring actions focused on gaininginformation

*21
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from teachers about their use of the innovation and about materials they had

made in a Workshop in yea wo of implem tation; this principal engaged in

more "simple" incidents than she did "compl ones.

From a debriefing with the principal ald synthesis of this information with

the study ata, it can be suggested that Pr4cipal-B thinks at the "sti-ategy"

level (strate ies are imple ented through taaics and incidents, see Hall,

Zigarmi & Hord, 1979). Sh engaged across ttie implementation period in such

activities as:- ob erving teachers in their Classroom use and then providing

0

feedback; routinely utilizing parents through Ian established system as resources

and as supportive personnel (acting a§ innovatn aides on request); serving as

a substitute When teachers needed to be absent.(thus having direct contact with

students and the innovation), and f llowing with-a feedback conference with ths

teacherabout pupil performance; reviewing and instructing substitute teachers

in innovation use and initiating follow-up about Mow it went."

Through ekamination of.Figure 3, it is clear that the larger part of the

inter'entions of Princtpal A and B ta'qeted innov'aion users on an individual

bais. All users as a whole were the second most frequ,:nt targets of both

principals. Principal A focused on five different categories ortarget. One

of these (unlike Principal.JB) was decision makers in the extended user system,

in this case other principals with whom the principal appeared to be promoting

use of the new program. In contrast, Principal B distributed ibterventions

across eight different targets, includ ing students and Parents.

Principal B engaged in a higher percentage of face,to-face interventions

than Principal A, who utilized a'far greater proportion-of written.interventions

(Figure 4). This resulted in more Intik-active floW (68%) by Principal B aS

opposed to4a one.way flow 32% of the time (Ftgurd 5). Principal A was high 'also

22
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on interactive flow (57.9%) bat the proportion to one way was more nearly equal

(42.1% one way).

In terms of wher:e interventions occurred, both principals- reported rather

similar use of locations. The percentage of the functions, or *poses- their

interventions were not in any wax parallel. Figure 741ndicates that Principal,A

employed ieven differenf functions for intervening and Principal.B, ten. In

ihfoemation gaPering for the purpose of Monitoring and Evaluation the two prin-

cipals came closest to behaving similarlY.. POInciOal B differefty utilizing

the functions of Managihg/Schecipling, TeaChing New Knowledge/Skills, Report-
,

,

ing/P.roviding Feedback, and Informing Outsiders. Principal A toasiactions to

fncourage/Promote,Use by Outsilders, not engaged in by Principal B.

Summarizing their "style." Both princlpais were characterized bX their

professional colleagues andoacquaintances as being impact-oriented, that is,

concerned about improvfng outcoMes,either cognitive-or affective, for learners.

How they went about accomplishing this goal within the setting of innovation

implementation was quitc.' different, though both have bePn labeled as.direct in

their methods (Rutherford, 1981).

Principal A's method was to see that materials and equipment were supplied,

ordering and delivering them himself. He made himself, available, also, as an

informed resource person familiar with the innovation itself and its attendant

materials and strategies. He did not pressure teachers,to use the innovation,

but did what he.could in mpn-threatening ways to encourage teacher use. He Oid

not impose himself on teachers.during the first, year but let-them come to him,

for help which he always delivered vis-a-vis discussion and interaction with the

individual teacher. Typically,,,he placed himself in'the hallway to be highly

visible and avall'able to.teachers to approach hiM. In addition to providing

resources, promoting/encouraging use ahd reinforcing/supporting use were his
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most typical behaviors. This he did by visiting tea..Chers in their classrooms.
a

His mode might be characte'rized as "responsive encouraging" with his staff.

He demonstrated interest in disseminating the innovation to other sites be-

fore his,own faculty's-first year of use had become established.

Principal s style in year NO:With her teachers might be-labeled "pro-.

active." She is a user of the innovation at times herself, She plans actions,

tolbe taken in a consiltent way.with-all the faculty%. She pops into classrooms

fo Observe use and cheCk on.mateHals utilizatfon. She spendsmuch of her tiMe

in staffirog and restructuring- rgles to accommodate innovation use, in collecting

information about teachers' use and tn responding to their problems'and needs

through consultafion with them. She perceives her staff and herself as being

mutually engaged in decision-daking. She is connected wtth the innovation, with

students and with parents as she employs ther participation in the new pro-

graq>

"Getting a handle" on these principals' behaviors was made possible through

use of the CBAM interv.ntion frameworks. The informat;nn was collected through

interviews, oot observation, and was analyzed by use ofthe Intervention Tax-

onomy and Anatomy. Using these toois reulted in the specification of the

administrators' actions, thus providing more concrete and precise descrip-

tions.

Application of the Intervention Tools for.Adininistrator Skill Development

Use Of the frameworks by princ4pals themselves could enhance their change

facilitation skills. Making a "game plan" of interventions can help a principal

to specify in advance the actions to be taken. The intervention levels with the

game plan components (Hord & Loucks, 1980) could be used to consider the design

of appropriate actions in the pre-implementation period. Through



staff develppment, administrators could'be-trained in dev'eloping int

-
design skills (Hord, Thurber.& Hall, 1981).

'tich a map, Of dOurse, could be tonstructed after the fact. Tcl ould
Lt.

enable relating'the interyentions.to their various' levels'and game Oen com-.

.bonents. It woUld oprmit;the.enalysis of the 1-nterventions (as was do0 in this-

paper) so that.presence or absence and frequency at the various-levels and com-
"

ponents could be ascertained.- This would provlde.insight and feedback th the

Yention

administrator about hisJor her,behaviors.

. Use of the apatomy coding'schema could also be useful/lr'planning,individ-
,

,

ual interventions and for post-hoc'analysis. By utilizing the schemaadminis-
,

trators could, gain a.better understanding ol the intervention dimensibh possi-

bilities which might be considered in the 'desq0,1 of their actions, thu# struc-
:*t

turing them for greater effectiveness. Administrators might also us0he schema

as a device to monitor how, for whom, and for what purposes they spond their

time. The administrator who understands and takes into account th intervention

dimensions can imOroie change facilitation skills and'can more ffeWvely go.

about planning actionsjo support iroVement efforts.

In conclusion,there are many questions_still to be ox ored regarding the

skills and-behaviors of the principal as a change facilit or. The results of .

the pilbt study provided some illumination. This paper is repoled'a sample of

the pilot study results about what principals do-a4d hoN1 they do it: The,pilot

study experiences provided a test of the methodology be used-inmajor study

and confirmed the usefulness of the constructs and p ocedut-es to'be_employed.

The frameworks for researching and*analyzing t e principals':k heaviors were .

described; Wow theivere tested as research tools and applied to the data sets

was presented: Pilot study research results wer reported.and frorli these re-

sults-the principals' modes of intervening were abstradted. To close the cycle;
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how those principals might use the frameworks themselves-0 iiiiProve their skills

.
was suggested. It is hopep that the research reported iOthis paper-may con..

tribute to the description and understanding of the school princfpals' interiven-
e

tion behavior and role in change in Schools.

0
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